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1. Mission

4. Initial Detumble

Dodona is USC’s 3rd CubeSat mission, built in partnership
with Vector Launch to carry their payload to Low Earth Orbit
(LEO). The target orbit is a 650km altitude sun-synchronous
dawn-dusk orbit, with active sun-pointing to maximize power
generation. USCs primary research goal is validation of an
in-house B-dot magnetic detumble controller, and a unique
rotating beacon system to maximize health and status data.

2. Power System
The Electrical Power System (EPS) supplies all system and
payload components throughout mission life. The batteries
provide a total of 30W-hrs while 4 Battery Charge Regulators
(BCRs) regulate the battery charging with input from 3 body
solar panels and 4 deployable solar panels, providing 22W in
full sun. Power is centrally controlled and distributed across
three major lines using a ClydeSpace EPS.
Table 1: EPS
Power Lines

Power Line

Voltage

Current Limit

VBATT

7.8 V

4.2 A

5 V Line

5V

1.2 A

3.3 V Line

3.3 V

1A

Upon reaching orbit and deploying the stowed solar arrays,
the first satellite operation will be to detumble and dump
excess angular momentum to stabilize its rotation and orient
the petal solar arrays towards the Sun. Magnetic torque rods
are used, which interact with the Earth’s magnetic field to
impart a torque on the spacecraft, transferring the angular
momentum of the spacecraft to the Earth.
Monte Carlo simulations were performed using LabView,
MATLAB, and STK, to determine the energy used to
detumble for a wide array of initial conditions. 48 attitude
orientations, spread evenly over 4π Steradians, were
considered, with a Gaussian spread of initial spin rates
(between 5 and 10 deg/s) were considered for a total of
14,400 cases. In all cases, the battery Depth of Discharge
(DOD) was safely below 30% (manufacturer specifications).

5. Integration & Test

6. Power System Testing

A piecewise qualification approach was utilized with focus
on standardizing test set ups and integration procedures.
This minimized risk to ground and flight hardware, while
maximizing likelihood of identifying underlying abnormal
behavior, rather than minor inconsistencies. The general
integration and test process required one team member
executing the set up, test or integration, and verification,
while a peer director oversaw the activity, carefully tracking
activity per a predefined procedure and noting any risks or
necessary deviations.

All components of the power system, namely the EPS
board, battery system, and solar panels, were tested
individually prior to integrating onto the satellite. For
the EPS, the BCR performance and overcurrent
protection capabilities were tested using simulated
batteries, solar panels, and loads. A custom EPS
leakage circuit was installed to prevent excessive
battery drain while stowed in the launch vehicle. The
battery system was tested extensively as it often
proved to be the point of failure in several ground
tests. Each cell was tested standalone for multiple
charge/discharge cycles prior to testing the entire
battery stack. All seven solar arrays were tested with
calibrated light sources to verify operation.
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7. Brownout Code
An identified failure mode was the unregulated bootup
sequence, setting up the possibility to enter an infinite
reboot loop. Software was developed to add to the
scheduled tasks to query voltages from the various lines on
the EPS, analyzing the 10 most recent values to produce a
more accurate voltage reading. This was translated further
into low, medium, or high battery states. Depending on the
state a specific action taken is set to preserve functionality.

Fig 1: Simplified
Power System Layout
Table 2: Processor Action corresponding to Battery State

3. Power Budget
Utilizing a custom power budget spreadsheet, total power
used by individual components was tracked for each possible
power states, as well as activity of components for each of
the operational modes of the spacecraft. This information
was used to perform power generation and usage simulations
of the spacecraft to track the battery charge state over time.

8. Conclusion
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Through this project the Space Engineering Research Center has
further established its technical approach in space system integration
and test. Given the accelerated Dodona mission timeline,
development was necessarily rapid in nature. Evaluation of
hardware/software systems individually and then in an integrated
environment was scheduled thoroughly and methodized to allow
execution within the set deadlines.

